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QUESTION NO: 1

Which two factors present a risk to the availability of the CGE environment based on the current
provision for external access to it? (Choose two.)
A.
Single-factor authentication is used for external access.
B.
There are single Secure Gateway servers in some locations.
C.
NetScaler Gateway is being used to load balance StoreFront. D. There is no automatic failover
between regions for end users.
Correct Answer: BD
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 2

Scenario:
CGE decided to virtualize its infrastructure workloads and provide a virtual solution to all end users. The
infrastructure workloads include Delivery Controllers, StoreFront servers, License Servers, and
Microsoft SQL Servers for databases.
Why is separating workloads by roles, creating a resource pool comprising a maximum of 32 XenServer
hosts, and implementing multiple store repositories for virtual disks, XenMotion, high availability, and
backups for disaster recovery the best design solution?
A.
It ensures the logical separation of infrastructure and virtual desktop workloads, and facilitates
management and expansion capabilities.
B.
It provides workload flexibility to more efficiently leverage available resources within a resource
pool, and facilitates expansion options. In addition, daily backups create minimal downtime for critical
workloads.
C.
It separates infrastructure and virtual desktop workloads according to resource usage
characteristics to avoid conflicting situations. In addition, it provides critical database services with
sufficient workload-specific resources and failover capabilities.
D.
It ensures the logical separation of all workloads and virtual desktops. In addition, the backup
solution reduces the risk of data loss and minimizes downtime.
Correct Answer: D
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 3

Scenario: The company is designing a cost-efficient environment for the call center workers. The IT
department is replacing the existing thin clients with newer models.
What are the benefits of using hosted shared servers with Provisioning Services?
A.
Highest user density and lowest cost
B.
Highest level of user personalization
C.
Rapid provisioning and highest user density with the lowest storage requirement
D.
Lowest cost and highest application compatibility
Correct Answer: C
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 4

Why is deploying two NetScaler appliances in each regional datacenter, with one in the internal network
for load balancing and the other in the DMZ for Gateway traffic, the best design solution?
A.
It provides intrasite redundancy in case of appliance failures.
B.
It provides redundancy in case of site failures, while optimizing external WAN traffic.
C.
It protects against WAN failures and connects end users to their home datacenter.
D.
It allows for the expected expansion of remote access usage and provides functionality for future
needs.
Correct Answer: A
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 5

CGE decided to virtualize its infrastructure workloads and provide a virtual solution to all end users. The
infrastructure workloads include Delivery Controllers, StoreFront servers, License Servers, and
Microsoft SQL Servers for databases. What are the benefits of using Hosted VDI by using cloned VM
templates?
A.
It provides the highest end-user density at the lowest cost.
B.
It offers the greatest level of end-user personalization and control.
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C.
It offers the lowest storage performance requirement and the highest end-user density.
D.
It facilitates rapid provisioning.
Correct Answer: D
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 6

Why does centralizing volume activation help manage the image release process?
A.
Because it reduces licensing administration
B.
Because it helps manage version control
C.
Because it automates the license download process
D.
because it enables use of Multiple Activation Keys
Correct Answer: A
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 7

Why would having one farm with three configured sites, with two Provisioning Services servers in each
datacenter, meet the requirements of a regional, single-image management strategy with minimal WAN
traffic across datacenters?
A.
It ensures that Provisioning Services targets will NOT load balance between hosts, and
guarantees high availability within each region.
B.
It ensures that Provisioning Services targets will NOT load balance across regions, and reduces
management overhead.
C.
It ensures that Provisioning Services targets will NOT load balance between hosts, and
guarantees high availability between regions.
D.
It ensures that Provisioning Services targets will NOT load balance across regions, guarantees
high availability within each region, and reduces management overhead.
Correct Answer: B
Section: [none]
Explanation:
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QUESTION NO: 8

CGE is experiencing numerous issues with its existing profile management solution. The Citrix Architect
managing the project is tasked with designing a solution that alleviates existing issues and, if possible,
minimizes the loss of existing customizations. Configuration changes need to be implemented quickly
and with minimal complexity.
Why does enabling 'Active write back' when configuring Citrix Profile management to allow
standardization of profiles benefit CGE's Sales end-user group?
A.
It improves application performance.
B.
It simplifies home drive cleanup.
C.
It minimizes the required storage needed for folder redirection.
D.
It improves data accuracy in volatile environments.
Correct Answer: D
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 9

Why does using SQL Management Studio help the company comply with its security policy?
A.
Because it enables you to execute SQL queries to extract data
B.
Because it enables you to create a database to store logs
C.
Because it uses a standard TCP port
D.
Because it provides security alerts by using SQL Mail
Correct Answer: B
Section: [none]
Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 10

CGE decided to virtualize its server workloads and provide a virtual solution to all of its end users. CGE
is looking for an image management process that is scalable, but would like to limit infrastructure
requirements.
Why is XenServer Fast Clone the best image management method for this environment?
A.
It provides centralized image management.
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B.
It reduces machine-provisioning time.
C.
It minimizes network traffic.
D.
It improves image deployment consistency.
Correct Answer: B
Section: [none]
Explanation:
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